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~b1traet 
The dev~lopment of seen~ analYsis with respect to 
interpretation of two-dlmens1onal projections of three• 
dimensional· scenes is reviewed. Advantages and 
inadequacies of line label11nq t~chniques are illustrated 
through exa~ples. The us~ of qrad1ent space to test the 
v~lidity of labellinqs is discussed. Linear alqebra and 
sidedness re3son1ng are introduced as accurate and 
understandabl~ approaches to o~rt1tion1nq. The results 
of partitioning are used in various ways to identifY the 
objects whose !~ages are in th~ picture under analysis. 
some of these -avs are presentP.d. The development of a 
s~all 3ttr1buted grammar demonstrates an alqor1thm for 
identification of three-dimensional objects. 
t 
1. Introduction 
As automation and robotics become ever expanding 
fields, it becomes increasingly necessary to develop a 
system by which a computer can interpret the picture it 
sees of a· three•dimensiont!l scene. Computers must be 
capable of visual· process tna. F'or a robot to carry out an 
or~er like "pick up the cube", it must be able to 
reco1nlze the cube from thP. world it sees with its 
electronic eye. Its worlrt 1s built from many Parts an~ 
that fact becomes a useful tool in interpreting the 
scene. The initial goal ot scene analysis is to identifY 
the parts of the scene. Ustnq those parts the process 
advances to the ultimate ao~l of naminq those objects in 
the scene on the basis of. 1escriptions an1 known 
constraints. This paper ~~~ls with work done on line 
drawtngs representing three-~imensional polyhedral 
scenes. 
The ori~inal work in scene analysis was done solely 
by model reco~n!tion. There w~s no an~lvsis of the 
various parts of the scene ln context with each other. 
tt was simply done by attemotlna to locate aiven shapes 
in a scene. L.G. Roberts, who beqan his work in 1963, is 
thOU1ht to hav~ been the first pioneer in the area of 
scene analysis. Roberts took as the b~sis for his 
ahalysis three polyhedral ~odels shown in f!qure t-1. He 
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attempted to interpr~t Polyhedral scenes as 
transformations and/or comoosit!ons of his three models 
£11. Later studies potntP.~ out that this technique 
failed on some basic polvhedra. It was much too 
restrictive in what it could find in a scene. The need 
for a more ~eneral system led to advancement in the field 
of scene analysis as it is known today. 
Figure 1•1: Roberts' Models [lJ 
l 
2. Scene Anal¥1111 What 11 it? 
A scene cah be conslrler@~ to be an arrangement of 
things in three-dimensional soaee. The analysis of a 
scene by computer involves analysis of the two• 
dimensional !~age it projeets. Analysis of that image 
involves the interaction of the input from the image 
itself and the knowledge associated with the visual world 
or space [101. The polyhe~ral world provides a clear 
~omain to study. There 15 ~ cl~ar set of constraints to 
which the parts of the scene must conform. These 
constraints define how oarts mav interact, and lead to 
the ability to systematicallY recover shapes. 
PRE• EJARTI1'ION REG TON AT, R E TJ AT I 0 N A L IDENTIFY 
PRo:e:ss r-- INTO r- DE:SCRIPTin~ 1- DF:SCRIPTION ~ OBJECT 
IMAGE REGIONS 
F'1!irUre 2•1: Scene Under!tandinq System [111 
It is necessary to process the input picture of the 
scene. This processinq beq!ns with transforming the 
picture into a line drawinq. T~e transformation is a 
complicated process base~ on things like l!qht intensity 
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and tone chanqes. This processing, though necessary, is 
not discussed in this paper. nnce the line drawing is 
obtained the partitionino ~nd recognition from that line 
drawing can be dealt with. 
The process of scene an~lvsis from line drawings 
began as the matching of mo~et o~tterns and nothing else. 
!hese simple schemes were in~denuate, and the process is 
now more co~pl~x. It basicallv involves two parts. The 
first part is the part!tioninq of the scene into objects 
or ~hat Guz~an calls bodi~s. The second part involves 
tne analysis of those bo~ies by some means so as to 
arrive at an actual classttic~ttnn of them by name [191. 
rne concern here is to £1~~ cronerties which are of value 
to look at and compare. Kanad~ noints out th~t there are 
two baste lev~ls of analysis lnvnlved in these two steps. 
The first level is the ouatlt~tive analysis which deals 
~lth labellinq junctions ~nd lines to recover possible 
~eometric shapes. The seccnd level· involves quantitative 
analysis which expands on the qualitative description. 
Here assumptions includinq ac~idental aliqnment ~nd 
picture re~ularities are exctnited to recover probable 
shapes [161. 
The actual· process by which a scene is partitioned 
requires the establishment nf descriPtions of the 
primitives of the scene leadina to construction of a 
~ 
Fl;ure 2•2: 
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Line Drawlnqs: oualitativelv Equal [16] 
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Different Shace - sa~e Line Drawing [161 
jescrlptlon of the scene ~! a whole. The primitives 
tal~ed about here are the junctions, edqes, and regions. 
labelled with qu~ltflers which must be 
consistent with the constraints nf the Qlven environment. 
rram these pr1~1t1ves a descr1Dt1on of the scene can be 
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constructed. This description is then used to establish 
the number ot objects !n the scene, the spacial 
relationships between ob1ects, and any relevant 
properties of those ob1ects [?.61. 
The process of ident1~vtna the objects in the scene 
by n~me Is a~compllshed by m8t~hlng properties of those 
~ejects in the scene to orooerttes of objects in the 
world of kno~ledge. It Places a great demand on the 
shape analysis algorithms. n~etsions concerning wh1eh 
~ethod is most accurate an~ le~st time consuminq must be 
~ade. The methods of recoqnition can be classified in 
three ;eneral: cateqories: masklnq, decision-theoretic 
~atching, and syntactic pattern ~atchinq. The variations 
in the ~ethods above deal with ~hat kinds of thinqs 
should be matched, how to ~~ about ~atchinq them, and how 
exact the match must be. 
to ~hat should be matched 
i~portant. 
Tn ~tl methods the decision as 
for recognition is vitallY 
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l. Partltlonlnq the scene into Bodies and Deacrlptlons 
3.1 Partltlonln; 
The reco~nition process for plane-surfaced three-
dimensional objects involves the part1tlon1nq of a scene 
for identification by analyzing local and global 
information from the line dra"tng determined from the 
!~age of the three-dimensional objects. There are tour 
basic steps. 
1. Deter~1n1ng the char~ct.eristics of the 
pri~ltives of the line drawinq (i.e. 
junctions, lines). 
2. Deter~ininq the req!ons for~ed by these 
primitives in the picture. (Regions are the 
two-dimensional bounded ~reas in a line 
dra~ing.) 
3. Combining regions to form possible bo~ies. 
The bodies correspond t.o objects in the scene 
and regions to their surf~ces. 
4. Providing descriptions of t.he various possible 
bodies in terms of properties and 
relationships involvlnq the reqions and the 
primitives. 
Because these are the steps involved in partltioninq the 
scene for identification, the goal of work in scene 
analysis h~s been and is to accomplish and refine the use 
of these steps. Partition1nas ~re not always unique but 
are base1 on certain heuristics to achieve the "most 
liKely" analysts. 
3.2 Inltlal. Work with Pleture Labelllnq 
Guz~an [101, in his PhO thesis in 1968, began work 
along these lines. His was the first work which 
pertained to using the char~cteristics of the image to 
describe it. Specifically, the classification of 
vertices shown in figure l•t was used. He used this 
classification, and the knowle~aP. that the world under 
consideration consisted of Pnlyhedra, to partition the 
scene into bodies. His qo~l was to find relationships 
between re~ions and use them to group regions into sets 
which mi~ht represent the im~aes of actual objects. 
Guznah a~complished this t~sk by use of a proqram 
called sgE (10]. SEE oert.orrnP.d a tree search creatinq 
links between regions thouaht to have good associations. 
These associations were base~ on a variety of heuristics 
concerning the 1unction tvoes [171. Links resulting from 
the heuristics could be strona or weak. Links may also 
be inhibited or prohibiterl hy evidence found which 
suqqests t~o regions shoul~ not be part of the same bo~y, 
see figure 3•2. Once links were established regions 
satisfying the necessary eon~it1ons were put together to 
form nuclei. The process of mer~ing was continued until 
tnere were no more regions Which could be merged under 
the given set of rules. In thts way SEE could partition 
a scene in ~ way simll~r tn the way in which a human 
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'MULTI' 
·x· 'PEAK' 
Guzman's Pnsslble Vertices [101 
looking at the line drawlnq woul~. 
In determining a Possibl~ partitioning of a scene 
Guz~an's S~E· falls in some ~soPcts of achieving the final 
goal of partitioninq. sEg ~oes not consider all the 
constraints and charaeteristtcs of the polyhedral 
env1ron~ent. SE~ looks at lln~s between regions based 
10 
LINK WEAK LINK lNHISITED 
Ft~ure 3•2: Guzman's Links [101 : 'AR~ow• 
only on the shaPe at the v~rtiees. Because Guzman does 
not extend this to consider how two surfaces (the s!~es 
of the obj~ct ln the three-dimensional scene) may 
connect, sgE is unable to recover the actual 
three•d1~enslonal shape. When eons1derinq the steps in 
partitionln1 where Guzman fails is ln the fact that sr.r. 
does not produce the necessary descriptions for 
lndentlficatlon. fiqure l-3 shows SEE's result. It only 
shows that there is one bodv n~t anyth1nq more conclusive 
about that body. 
1 1 
Ftqure 3•3: Is it ~n inse~ corner or a cube ? 
3.3 L~bellin~ Methods 
The desire to use to a fuller extent what is known 
about the trihedral world led Oavl~ Huffman ot MIT and 
~ax Clowes of the UnivP.rsttv of Sussex to elaborate on 
Guzman•s cl3ssification of 1unctions. Thev dealt with 
labellin~ lines, cateqorizina junctions, considerinq 
occluded faces and consfstencv in labellinq. Their 
~ethod of labelling prov1rl~d ~ clear definition of the 
object ~orld. This provided ~ systematic approach to 
~hat was known and allowerl them to use some clear 
They compilP.d a 1unction otctionary and 
an efficient labellinq procedure which used 
Huff~an presentP.d th~ labell!nq scheme but 
write an actual proaram. Clowes developed an 
heuristics. 
established 
filterin1. 
1id not 
algorithm and program for the scheme. 
The line labellin9 scheme is based on knowing how 
vertices ~ay appear in a ltne drawing of, !n this case, a 
12 
trihedral world. Lines must he labelled in one of the 
followin1 four ways: +(convex) or •(concave) for connect 
e~ges, and --> or <-- for occluding edges. The arrow in 
the last two labels is directe~ so that if vou face in 
the direction of the arrow, the face to the riqht is 
visible and the face to the \eft is not visible in the 
picture. 
Fi;ure· 3•4: Huff~an•Clnwes Labellinq [171 
A fl~ure can only be a nro1ection ot an object in 
the trihedral· ~orld and thus realizable if all its 
vertices can be labelle~ consistently from the set of 
sixteen allo~able corner lahP.ls shown in flqure 3·6. A 
flqure ls labelled conststentlv only if every vertex ls 
labelle1 and everv line has only one label such that the 
line ls not ambiguouslY ~efln~d [261. The demand that 
the line labelling be consistent implies that only 
certain kinds ot corners are ~llowed to he ad1acent to 
one another. For example vertPX 3 cannot be adjacent to 
tJ 
v~rt@X 7 b@cause ther@ ar@ no lin@s comlnq into @ith@r 
corn@r that have matching l~b@ls. One way to ~chieve a 
consistent labelling is shown bv Waltz. He suqgests that 
th@ labelling be done uslnq a oa!rwlse tree search. He 
compared labels of adjacent vertices· and eliminated any 
•nich contain th@ kind of. inconsistency shown in th@ 
previous example. Waltz [?61 re9eated this pairwise 
search until· no more labels cout d b@ ell minated. ~ case 
~here no consistent labelllnq for all lines can be found 
is shown in f!~ure 3-5. 
F·igure 3•5: Non•labelahle Drawinq (2tl 
Clowes [31 realized that lt ls important to adopt a 
notation in ~hlch corners ~re ~escr!bed bV mor@ than 
their class membership. He ~e~cribed them ln such a way 
so as to sp@cify the corners ln terms of surfaces and 
ed~es at the corner an1 their relationships. ~ qiven 
picture fra~ment m~y corresoond to a variety of scene 
14 
• L • => 
1 • 2. 3. 4. ~. 
•fORK' => yyy 
6. 7. R. q. 
10. tt. 12. 
'T' => J:-ll--1-
13. 14. 15. 16. 
Figure 3•6: Vertex L~bels: Huffman•Clowes [261 
frag~ents (see figure 3•3) ~nd thus labelllnq is not 
scene frag~ents for the v~rious corners when he set up a 
predicate table. The table includes information about 
the scene fraoments. A vx ore~icate refers to a convex 
ed~e. The cv predicate refers to a concave edqe. A hind 
pre~lcate refers to the f~ct th~t an edge at the corner 
is· hidden bY' those which are visible. Clowes then used 
t5 
this table to describe a metho~ of scene analysis based 
on the labelling process. 
JUNCTION CORNER 
----------- --------------
'ARROW' A ~ 
---------- --------------
vx: convex 
cv: concave 
CANONICAL SCENE 
NUMBER F"RAGMENT 
--------- -----------
2. VX(AAa) 
CV(BCb) 
vxCACcl 
--------- ------------
Table 3•1: Clowes Pred1c~te Table Entry [31 
The partitioning method ~escribed bV Clowes (31 
involves finding a labellinq which is compatible with 
respect to al"l its parts. Clowes does this by beginning 
at the junction level ~n~ hulldinq up from there by 
~r~uping parts under certain rules to form possible 
1ar1er pieces. The first step is to look at the picture 
and consider the junctions alon~ with Clowes• predicate 
table Csee table 3•1). This information is used to 
assl~n to each jUnction a set ot descriptions called 
scene fra~~ents in the table. The ~escriptions describe 
the surfaces and lines at the corners: see fiqure 3•7. 
fhe fl~ure in 3•7I can b~ thouqht to represent the edqe 
of a box· where B·, c, and o ~re visible sides and A is the 
table or bacKround. In this interpretation surfaces B 
t6 
and c ar~ consid~r~d to b@ o~rt of corn@r 2 b@caus@ they 
are two of the thr~e surfac@s Which form the corner of 
the box. surface ~ 1s not part of corner 2. B and C ar~ 
3lSo v1s1bl@ surfaces while ther@ is ~nother surface 
•hich is part of corn@r 2, E, that is not visibl@. It is 
3lso possible that a junction m~y not even repr~sent a 
corner as in the case of some "T" junctions not picture~ 
1n this fi;ure. 
After the descriptions have been assiqned, pairs of 
=orn~rs are constructed such that the pairs could 
represent edqes in the scene. Th~ creation of these 
ed~~s ts based on the fact that for the common line the 
predicate relations must M~tch. Par example in fiqure 
3•7 the follo~ing descriptions ~oply. 
Par figure 3·7I: 
1 • vx·(8Cb) vxCCO~) VX(0Bd) 
2. vxCBOa) vxCBDd) vxro~~) h!ndCBAa) 
hind(D~e) 
Por figure 3·7II: 
3. vxCBCbl CV(80~) vxCCDc) 
4. sa~e 35 2 in figure 1•7I 
Line d in 3•7I is acceptabl~ as an @dqe because the 
d~scription containing the ~ coMoon~nt in both corner 1 
and 2 is vxCBOd), thus th~ d~scriptions are compatible. 
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Line d in 3•7ti is not a Possible edqe because the label 
vxCBOd) at 4 savs d is convex ~nrl the label cvCBOd) at 3 
S3YS d is concave. 
In a simil~r way, edae ~escriptions can be connected 
"end•to-end" so that they form a closed area to find 
possible surfaces. If descrtotlons that form such an 
area also describe the commnn r~gion they enclose with a 
compatible descriptions, the reaton may be considered to 
be the surfaee of an ob1ect. The hind predicate is 
useful in determining wh~n 512rfaces are partiallY 
occluded. 
B D B D 
d d 
A 
I. Tt. 
Edges with Clowes Labellinq 
~ body 1escription c~n he found by connectinq 
adjacent surfaces. The same rut~s apply as before. The 
connection ~ust be cyclic thus the body Is closed and 
common edges ~ust have co~n~tlble descriPtions. The 
1~ 
labellinq process tor a oicture is complete ~hen all 
picture re~ions are accounte~ tor. Each Picture may have 
~ore then one possible labellinq oased on combinations 
possible when building from the 1unctlons. 
DBS:ENE is the name of a proqram In which the 
pro~resslon of unions derived by Clowes is applied. 
oss:ENE be~ins with the corner level description. The 
unions for building are based on coherence rules between 
the edges and the surfaces. OBSCENE provided an 
advancement from SEE but still ~id not take into account 
the v1e~inq angle and depth. 
The advancements of Httffman and Clowes were 
i~portant contributions to scene analysis. They made 
effective use of the necessity for consistency in a 
scene. There are several 1n~deqnacies involved in the 
labellinq process and ORRC!NE. These inadequacies stem 
from the fact that the l~helllnq scheme 1s based on two 
assumptions: that the world is trihertral and that there 
is· a "general· viewpoint" camer~ oosltion [51. In the 
trihedral world corners can only have t~ree surfaces, 
picture junctions must be the intersection of two or 
three lines and all surfaces are Pl~nar such that 
surfaces which share an edqe are not coplanar. Fiqure 
3•8 shows some junctions which could not he accounted for 
by this method. 
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F1~ure J•Bz Junction Not ~llowed in Trihedral World 
Clowes• OBSCENE did allow for more than three lines 
at a junction but the other r~strictions remained. A 
"general vte•point" is necess~rv to avoid accidental 
junctions. Huff~an [131 demonstrated the problem cause~ 
by this assumption as it allows unlikely pictures to he 
labelled in ~ unique way. Hp also showed how some 
unrealizable objects can be consistently labelled. These 
fa!lin~s made cl~ar the fact that further work was needed 
towards a q~al of geometric a~equacv. Waltz introduced 
shadows and cracks to the th!nqs he analyzed. He allowed 
some non-trihedral vertices ~nd accidental junctions 
thOU1h his ~ethod could not handle the~ in qeneral [5J. 
The ~ethod ~altz used is not however d!scusserl here. A 
20 
~oal to establish still ~ more quantitative basis tor 
partlt!onin~ is what prompted fttrther work. 
3.4 0Uant1tat1v~ Approach: Dual and Gradient Space 
The work in gradient space came as the result of a 
desire to lift some of the rP.strictions formerly placed 
on scenes for analysis. In association with this work 
pictures involvinQ straight linP. se~ments anrt scenes made 
of opaque polyhedra could he considered. Mackworth [51 
created a program tor this world trying to achieve 
~eonetric adequacy. Gradient sn~ce !s based on coherence 
rules between surfaces and e~aes which are determined by 
the kno~ledge of gradient soace. Previously the 
partltlonlnq results ha~ been hased on the categorizing 
of junctions [18]. This metho~ is used to check the 
labellln~ ·trom a geometric stan~point. It is helpful to 
define several terms here for ct~r!ty. A picture is the 
two-11mens1onat representation made up of line seaments 
and regions. A scene is the actu~l three•rllmensional 
ooject made up of edges, VP.rtices and surfaces. A 
connect ed~e will· correspond to concave and convex edges 
in the previous work. The goal is to rtetermlne the 
rel3tionsh1ps between the various reqions from a valid 
~eometric standpoint. 
The basis for this aeomP.~rlc approach is a set of 
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properties belonqinq to qradiP.nt space. Gradient space 
is· a two•dl~ensional projection of dual sp~ce. It is 
1~portant to note some of. the characteristics of dual 
space. The representation ot ~ figure in conventional 
space bY a f1qure in dual soace is such th~t points map 
into planes, lines into lines, a~d planes into points. 
The orl~in is to be the v1ew1na ooint, and planes through 
the ori~in a~e not cons1d~red. The equation of any plane 
not throu~h the origin can bP. written as 
ax t by + cz + 1 = o 
The plane is mapped into the ~ual point (a,b,cl. Since 
points map into planes an~ conn~ctlng lines of two Planes 
~ust pass throu~h the points which represent the planes 
connected by that line, ~ corner made of n surfaces is 
represented in dual space hv a olanar n·gon. The ma1or 
concern here deals with the projection of a 
three-dimensional body intn ~ t~o-dimenslonal picture. 
This inaqe can be considere~ in terms of a viewing 
position and the picture olane rtRl (see fiqure 3•9). 
~nv edqe, its projection, and the viewinq point must lie 
in the s~me plane called the ol~~e of interpretation. 
Gradient spate then is a twn-~lmensional projP.ction 
of du~l spate. A dual ont~t (~,b,c) correspon~s to the 
~radient point Ca/c,b/c). The line a=O, b:O is taken to 
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FigUre 3•9z Pictur@ T~kinq Process [181 
e the viewln~ axis. Planes with c=O correspond to planes 
parallel· to the view1nq axis and are not represented in 
~ra11ent spaee. See f!qur~ 1-tn. The pro1ect1on ls made 
with the center of the projectinn at o, the oriq!n of the 
dual space, ahd CO,O,l) the ortqin of the gradient plane. 
~ote that in fiqure 3•10, -c is t.he distance from point I 
to the x•r pl~he of the dual space. Since parallel 
planes have the same a:b:c r~tln, they correspond to the 
sa~e point. If a point s in the qradient plane is 
chosen, the l~ngth of the vector from 0 to that point S 
G 
Is• the tan~ent of the angle b@tween the Picture plane and 
the plane corresponding to s. In the case where the 
?.3 
~rad1ent point is G=CO,O) the tan(a) = 0 and thus a=O so 
G represents planes where zs-c which are perpendicular to 
the view line. A gradient ~oint Gl=Cp,O), p>O, would 
give t~n(a) = p. Thus O<a<9n and the point G1 would 
correspond to plahes with a dip of between 0 and 90 
deqrees relative to th~ picture clane. ThP. larqer p, the 
~ore slanted the surface beinq considered [161. This 
~nowledge may be useful in revPrse. Know!nq the equation 
of 3 surface plane and the Picture plane allows the 
calculation ot the distt!llncfl the gradient point 
representln~ a· surface plHne should be from the qradient 
origin. 
z. 1
I (a., b, cJ 
I 
OG 
I 
I 
y 
P'lqure 3•10: Projection: nual to Gradient Space 
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Alonq with the points and the Planes, the edqes must 
~e considered. The qr~dl~nt line is simply the 
projection into the gradient space of the dual line. As 
a result it carries most of thP. characteristics of dual 
lines: specifically, the orooerty that says if a line 
represents a· connect e1a~, the 1radient line must p~ss 
through the points which r.orrespond to the surfaces it 
connects. It ~ay he noted herP that the points will be 
ordered in the same order as the surfaces on an edqe 
which is conv~x and in reversP. nrder on an edge which is 
concave. The orientation of a gradient line is 
determined by the picture line since they must be 
perpendicular. Thus a gr~dlent diaqram like the one in 
figure 3-11 can be obt~!ne~. It has been pointed out 
that gradient diagrams are not unique, because a gradient 
dla;ram ~ay move or change sizes. tt may not however 
chan~e shape. That Is ~etermlned by the line ~rawinq 
[ 21 ] • 
With a background ot this theory Mackworth (181 
constructed ~ Proqram which used the cnherence rules 
established in ~radient snace. The proqram is called 
POLr the outline of which is in figure 3•12. The rule 
stating that the points repr~sentinq two connected 
surfates lie on a line perpendicular to the connect edqe 
played a major role in Mackworth's program. POLY•s goal 
2!5 
c' 
a. Line Drawtnq b. Gradient D!aqram 
F1Qure 3•11: Gra~ient Space Diaqram 
is to deternine which edqes are connect, the details 
about the edqes, and the orientation of surfaces and 
edQes. Fron the two-dimens1on~l line drawtnq !t !s not 
possible to calculate the P.C71lat1on of each surface to 
determine the exact gradient point, since the third 
coor1inate is unknown. As a result, there are some 
arbitrary selections POLY must ~~ke durlnq its ~nalysls. 
tNPUT 1-- PARSE r-- CONNECT - VP.XCAVE: ~ occr .. uoe: 
Orqan!~at!on of POLY [181 
?.6 
CON~ECT is the portion of POLY which finds the 
:onnect edges. It does this bV trying to make all the 
edges connect edges at tirst auess. Upon finding that 
this is inconsistent with the coherence rules, CONNECT 
reduces the number of connect· edqes and tries to 
establish a labelling aqain. Tt continues this process 
until it obtains a coherent lahellinq. The exact process 
can oe explained in conjunction with fiqure 3•13. 
D 
Ptqure 3•13: roN~~:T examPle 
The first point is chosPn arbitrarily and will 
represent the origin for thP. qrartient space diagram. In 
this example (gradient POint A) will be the origin. 
A 
If 1 is to be a connect e~qP. then, to comply with 
coherence rules dlscussert PrP.viously, G must lie on a 
a 
line throuqh G perpendicular to 1. Since G may lie 
A B 
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any~here on such a line, G ts also arbitrary to some 
8 
extent. This early use of arbitrary selection is usuallY 
referred to as arbitrary ~hnice nf origin and scale [51. 
If 2 were now to be est~blished as a connect edqe, 
then G must also lie on ~ line perpendicular to 2 
p, 
throuqh G • Since this iS l~onssible both 1 and 2 cannot 
A 
be connect edges. 3 could be a connect enge if G w~re 
c 
on a line perpendicular to 3 throu~h G • Now 4 may also 
8 
be established as a connect edq~ because placement of G 
c 
:an be made so it is also on a line perpendicular to 4 
through G • The proqress1nn for constructing this 
A 
~r~jlent d!a~ram with CO~~ECT is shown in flqure 3•14. 
This method is called tr1~nqulation. 
After establishing connect edges and constructing a 
diagram, POLY continues to work ~ith the edqes. It uses 
VEX:~VE to deter~ine which connect edges are concave and 
Whi:h are convex. Aeco1Ju!l:e picture lines are 
perpendicular to their gradient ~uals, it is known that 
if the faces in the picture are ordered the same as the 
corresponding points the edqes ~re convex. If they are 
in reverse order, the erl~es ~re concav~. F1qure 3•15 
sno~s an ex~mple of this. rln,1Jlly POLY uses OCCLUDE to 
determine details regardlnq the non-connect edaes usinq 
two rules. The first rule is if two non-connect edqes 
intersect at a connect edae tt can be determined which 
?.A 
ii. b. 
c 
A A 
8 
r:t. 
Gradtent nt~gram Construction 
surface is in front of thP. other and to which surface the 
edge belongs. This rul~ 1s use~ to add th~ hidden 
surfate at th~ edge beinq ~ons1~~r~d. The diagram is 
then completed by use ot th~ s~cond rule ~hich adr:ts the 
~inlmum number of hidden surfac~s to satisfy the f~ct 
that a corner mad~ of n Stlr f ac~s is represented 1n 
;radlent spaee by an n•gon. ~fter one interpretation 
progresses through OCCLUD~ othP.r posslb111t1es are looked 
for in :o~~E:T and the proQression ot analysis continues 
'29 
until a11· coherent labelltnqs ~re established. 
8 
8 
A 
a. Convex b. Concave 
rt;ure 3•151 Conv~x - Concave Labelllnqs 
Mackworth•s work was b~sed on properties of gradient 
space and thus dealt with surt~ce properties as opposed 
to junction properties. Fro~ a gradient interpretation 
it is posslbl~ to determine tn~ormatlon ~bout the tangent 
of the an~l~ between a surf~ee and the picture plane. 
rhis is 1nfor~at1on about the ortent~tion of the surface 
not about its actual position. The oos1tion as such 
cannot be determined bec~llse the d~pth parameter is 
~issinq. ~o absolute values for the unknown coor1inates 
in the ~radient space can be ~ound, they can onlY be 
calculated in terms of each oth~r [SJ. 
Huffman [t2l wished to exoanrt work done with dual 
and qradient space to set up conditions ot closure for a 
set of lines in a scene and thus determine the 
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realizability of configurations. Thru a sequence of 
calculations he demonstrated the following. If Cx,y,z) 
represents the coordinates of. a point in a scene and 
(u,v,w) represents the coordln~tes ot a point in dual 
spaee, the r!te of chanqe of z with respect to the 
distance along a picture line i5 equal to the distance 
from the origin to the corresoon~lng line in the gradient 
space. ~long the same lln~s, the rate of change of w 
~lth respect to the distance along a gradient line is 
equ::ll to the distance trnrn thP. origin to the 
corresponding line in the scenP.. It is also ohserved 
that the distance from the or1q1n tn the point in the 
gradient diagrarn Is equal to the tangent of the angle of 
tilt of the surface corresponding to th~t point as 
~entioned, before. Usinq th~se facts a path which 
appears closed in a picture c~n be analyzed to see if lt 
is· really closed or not. The amount z chanqes alonq a 
picture line 1 with slooe s 1s 1 s , where 1 Is th~ 
1 1 i i i 
length of the line. A close~ p~th must start and end at 
the same point, th~refore for ~ oath to be closed the net 
chan-;Je in Z 11USt be 
0 = L, 1 s • 
1 1 
If this Is not the case, the D~th is not closed. 
With these concepts and thP. Idea of cut sets Huffman 
3t 
tried to establish method to determine the 
realiZability of a scene. ~ ~ut set of picture lines is 
the set of picture lin-.s th~t "enter a simple closed 
region of the picture fro~ outside that reqion". It 
should be noted that mcvement along the surface of a 
polyhedron ~enerates a corresoon~inq path in the dual 
scene called a trace. This tr~ce consists ot a sequence 
of points associated with surf~ces ot polyhedra connected 
by lines associate~ with the e~n~s. Huffm~n·s [14] claim 
is that a certain labellinq 1s realizable if and only if 
the trace· correspondinq to it is a closed path. The 
closure of the path could be shown to be false by flndinq 
a· re~ion phi, containing pass 1hle picture or lqins, to the 
riqht of all 1irected line seqm~nts in a cut set. The 
path is not closed in thfs situation because if Phi 
exists all changes in w are oos1tive an~ thus the sum 
2:. If *1 
1 1 
doP.s not. equal zern. 
Huff~an [141 states that testlnq all possible subsets in 
this way is a necessary but not sufficient condition to 
determine the realizabilitY of a confiqurat1on. Draper 
(51 finds that this 1na~~quacy is the result of a 
movenent fro~ the qlobal characteristics beqtnninq to be 
dealt with in gradient sp~ce back to line labelling and 
J2 
use of restricted areas of ~nalvsis. 
The use of dual and qr~dlent space came about as the 
result of a desire to make th~ cArtitloning orocess based 
more on qeometric, quant!t~tive Information. This 
approach worked on a less restrictive environment. The 
a~proaches developed alonq these lines were more surface 
oriented then the line l~bell!ng achieved previously. 
~~ckworth beg~n his wor~ by tlndlnq and usinq the 
coordinates of the end-points. OQLY, his program, took 
these end•polnts and searched over connect and 
non-connect edqes for possible l~belllngs. Improvements 
hav~ been suqgested for the wor~ done and new approaches 
outside of the dual space concept have been motivated hy 
this wor~. 
3.5 Sidedness Reasoninq 
Stephen Draper [5] presents a new approach which he 
claims combines the abilltv to ~o the partitioning task 
competently (like the clane ~quatlon approach) while 
still usinq the geometric theory (the geometric 
approach>. Some specifics ~ust be recalled here. Any 
plane divides space into two h~lves. Line labels on 
lines where two planes intersect allow the determination 
of which plane is in front ot the other. This is the 
oasic geometry on which Draper's proposal is b~sed. 
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The characteristics of nraper's theory are these. 
Properties of plahes and knowle~qe of connect edqes allow 
certain claims to be made. The rule generated here is 
that two faees ~ and B which m~et across a concave edge 
are such that everywhere on A's side of the line 
(extended if necessary) ~ is in front-of B and on B's 
side~ is behind B· [51. For cnnvex edges the rule is 
reverse1. This rule l@~~s tn certain statements about 
the relationshiP between pl~nes. tt makes oossible the 
rejection of incorrect labelllno. This is illustrated in 
figure 3•16 below by considering how C relates to A and 
B. Label 1 implies that visible ~ is behind ~xtended C 
therefore 2 is behind c. LabP.l ~ !~plies the visible B is 
in front of therefore 2 is in front of c. There a 
contradiction has been r~~Ch@d an1 the labelling is 
deemed incorrect [5]. The consistency of qeometry 
provides this logical s!deness r@asoning. 
S!dertness reasoning can reason without ~eoth 
equations. It can als~ rtP.termine valid lRbellings for 
figures when considering ~oncurrent or non-concurrent 
"cyclic sets of four". ~ cvc11c set of tour is a set of 
four faces each of which shares ~n edqe with two of the 
other faces. The set ts concurrent if the edges meet at 
a point. Sidedness demonstrates the 
i~poss1b1llty ot the concurr~nt, cyclic set of tour in 
14 
Si~edn~ss Relations [5] 
figure 3•17. 2 is beh1nrt A since 1 1s convex makinq the 
vtslble part of ~ in front of A. 2 ls in front of o since 
3 is concave makinq the visible oart of C in front of 
n. 2 must hav~ the same deotn v~lue on both A anct D since 
it is collinear with 4 and 4 ls on both A and 
D. Therefore there is a contraniction bec~use 2 cannot 
have the same depth in terms of ~ and D and still be 
behind ~ and ln•front of n. 
This realonlng combin~s occlusion information with 
that of connect edges ~nrt t~erefore is not totallY 
dependent on the connect P.rtqes ~s Clowes• method was. 
The basic dev~lopment for an ~ctual program would involve 
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Figure 3•17: Concurrent Cyclic Set of Four 
taKing the possible line labett!ngs and translating them 
into s1dedness constraints. It would check for 
consistency against t~ose ~lreadv accepted. An 
Inconsistency would cause the proaram to re1ect the 
labelling and go on. Si~enes~ ~ppears to be a promising 
look at a· method of part1t1on1na. It has the quality of 
being geometrically correet an~ easy to understand. 
3.6 Linear ~lq~br~ for Realizability 
Even thou~h extensive work has been rtone along with 
partitioning in the are~ of realizability of 
configurations, the problem of recogn1zinq incorrect line 
~rawinqs is still be1nq examined. The method in which 
line labels are checked for con~1stency is one of local 
analysis and results in Prohabl~ interpretations. These 
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Interpretations may contain "global inconsistencies" 
[221. It is desirable to be able to tell whether a line 
drawing correctly represents a polyhedron. ~ethods 
previously discussed see~ to Provide necessary but not 
sufficient conditions. The Purpose as discussed by 
Sugihara and Shirai [22, 211 of the linear algebra is to 
provide those sufficient cnnrtit!ons. 
The discussion has been on labelling line drawtnqs 
~hich are projections of three-di~ensional scenes. All 
labelable pictures holfever are not nl!cessarilY 
representations ot polyhertra or unlqlle. Once the 
labelled picture is given it is possible to determine its 
realizability usina linear alaP-bra. 1'he drawinq is 
considered to have n vertic~s ~nd m tacPs. Assume in a 
line drawing ex ,y ,z ) ar~ coort1inates for vertex V 
I i I 1 
where z Is unknown since twn-di~ensional space is the 
1 
::iomaln. 
a x + b y + z + c = o 
j j j 
is the equation for face ~ 
1 
unKnown. It is possible 
for the fJ vertices on 
f 
where a ,b 
j j 
to ontain L 
j 
face F' • j 
and c are also 
1 
linear equations 
There are L= 
lJ' +L + ••• +L equations where the number of unknown 
1 2 m 
var1:sbles 1s n+3m. Let -;; be a vector whose components 
correspond to the n+3m unknown variables. Then a 
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fundamental system of equations for the Picture is 
A~ = 0 
t 
where ~ = Cz ••• z a b c ••• a b c ) 
1 n 1 1 t m m m 
and ~ is ~ coefficient matrix determined 
by the picture [221 
Some observations about the system can be made. one 
i~portant observation is that there is no difference 
between the algebraic structure of an orthoqraphlc and 
perspective projection so tht~ system does not depend on 
the eye position of the earner~. 
The picture can qiv~ clues as to the depth of parts 
of the scene. Three kinds of cues give information along 
these lines. first the physical edqP., second the 
thickness of the body and third the existence of 
occlusion can a11· be used. tn the tirst clu~ it the edge 
where r an~ f meet is eoneave and v is on r 
j 
as in 
i j k 
tlgure 3•18, then 
a x + b y + z + e > o. 
1 ~ 1 k k 1 
This kind of inequalitY coul~ be determined for any of 
the faces and edges. The fnequatity above b~comes >= 
because V might be on r since it intersects with r • 
k 1 
This 1s related to a range of v~lues· 
j 
pertaininq to the 
thickness of a body. If there ~re •r• junctions along 
3R 
OCClUdinq l'ines a new vertex is introduced on the 
appropriate face as in fiaure 3•19 and v should be 
k 
:loser than ~ • This can be represented by the 1 
inequality just developed an~ ~ set of these obtained for 
all •r• junctions. This set of inequalities for vertices 
an~ faces is reduced to 
B"it > 0 where B 1s a coefficient matrix. 
a. Edge Properties b. ~ccluslon 
Flqure 3•19: Cues for Alaebraic Analysis [221 
- ... ""' Finding ~ w where Aw = o an~ Bw < o is a necessary 
and sutficient condition tor real1zabllitv. [211 It is 
possible then to determlnP. the correctness of a line 
This work accom~ltshes ~hat Huffman tailed to 
do in his worK ~ith cut sets. Developments from here 
~ith linear alQebra lea~ to the ability to correct line 
drawings based on alaebraic rtJles. This is not discussed 
in this paper. 
3. 7 suaaary of· Partt tlonlnq 
The goal· in the analYsts in scenes in this part has 
been the partitioning of. a picture which is a 
two•d1mens1onal· represent~tion of a polyhedral scene. 
The process for doing this h~s varied throuqh time and 
from person to person. 
break the picture into 
tt Is thP. aim of each worker to 
bo~les and their descriptions. 
The process involves the four steps that are mentioned in 
section 3.1. ~ot every researcher applied all four steps 
but the most recent work h~s made use of them. The 
principle of breaking the scene Into ~escriptions of its 
parts and building a comolet~ scene description has, 
however, al-ays been the un~erlvtng theme. The methods 
ov which this is done h~ve proqressed from edqe ~nrl 
junction labelling, to surface orientation properties, to 
3 stricter use of algebraic principles. 
An Important part of oartlt!onlnq is a labelling 
pr~cess. The labels as descriptions for the parts are 
generated in some ~ay and then tested for consistency and 
realizability. Table l-2 indicates the various 
techniques 11scussed and the subsets with which the 
interpretations are involved. !t. can be noted that there 
is· nothing listed under tester in the Huftman•Clowes 
~ethod. :lowes £31 did however test labels tor 
consistency alonq lines when usinq this method in 
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OBSCENE. ~ore recently sueh lahels have been tested with 
tne use of linear alqebra hy Sugihara ~nrl Shirai 
[22, 211. The process of. Provi~in~ a partit1on1na and 
description of a picture for scene analysis 1s the first 
~ajor step in recover!nq thP ob1ects in a seen~. 
-----------~------------------------------~-------~1ethod Generator Tfllster Subset 
----------~~-----------------------------~--------Huffman-
Clowes 
Trihedral 
junction 
dictionary 
~ackworth Sequential 
Gener-!tlon 
of most 
connected 
Huffman 
inter• 
pret=ft ions 
Constructive 
test on 
c:oh1Henc:e 
rules ln 
arad!ent 
so.qc:e 
l'hl(Ph1') 
on1.nt 
test: for all 
s 
tri 
s 
ooly 
I"'Ut sets s 
phi(Phi') 
-----------------------------------------~---------
Labelllna s=nemes [151 
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4. Rteo;nl tlon of• O.bjtett ln a Setnt 
4.1 tle~entl of Pattern Recognition 
Once the scene has been partitioned into individual 
oojects it is the goal to b@ able to determine exactly 
what those objects might be. ~he descriptions from the 
partitlonin~ stage include sets of reqions which belong 
to the same body, the kinds of edqes which connect the 
regions and an analysis of which regions are "in-front" 
or occluded. Qualitative 1unction types may also be 
included. The first steo in recognizing the objects 
invnlves expanding the descriotlons to include more 
quantitative information. Thinos such as parallelism and 
sv~metrv help narrow down the search for the type of 
reqion being considered. These regions and their 
boundaries serve as primitives for recognition of the 
object as a whole. 
1\s rnentioned before, there are three qeneral 
approaches to actual recoqnition of objects in a scene. 
They are the masking ct~mol~te matching) method, the 
decision-theoretic (discr1m1n~nt) m~thod, and the 
syntactic (structural) method f7J. Maskinq or template 
~atching is the simplest aporo3ch. It was the approach 
Roberts used. There is a t.emolate pattern and a match to 
that template is looked tor in the scene. This is useful 
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in r~coqnizlnq printed char~cters but will not b~ 
elaborated on in this pacer. The dectston th~or~t!c 
approach requires the match1no ot a qtven number of 
features between a mod~l pattern and the d~criptlon of 
the object fro~· th~ seen~. ~x~ct matches ~re not always 
requir~d so the l~v~l of similarity in features ~hlch 
constitute a ~atch is an issuP.. A diagram of this method 
is· found in figure 4•3. Th~ svntactic approach involves 
r~presentation of a pattern bV a string or tr~~ or graph 
structure. This structur~ is hullt from the primitives 
in the scene. Because ot this ~tnd of representation it 
is ~rialoqous to parsing strlnas in a language and can b~ 
talked about in that wav. ThP ~xactness of match~s h~re 
ls also an issu~. A rtlaor~m of this approach is in 
flgur~ 4-4. 
4.2 ~~tendin~ the Descriptions of Objects 
Identification of objects in a scene requires 
kno•lertqe of the parts. This ~nowlertqe comes by way of 
descriptions of the ob1ects ln terms of quantitative 
information. During partlt!onlnq some descriptions ~re 
obtain~d but it would be morP. useful to extend these 
jescrlptions ~nd thus clos~ in on recoqnltton of an 
obj~ct. The 1~portant part of this process ls choosing 
ele~ents for the descriotion which c~n be found and ar~ 
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able to identify an obj~ct. Since the scenes discussed 
are 1maqes of polyhedra 1t is "Pcessary to recognize the 
poly~ons ~hich are their co~oonent parts. These are such 
thin; as squares, trtanales·, and trapezoids. 
:h3racteristics which identify oolvqons are numerous. It 
is ~orthwhile to look tor e~qP.s which are equal, edges 
which are pa~3llet, and m~~sures of angles. ~ heuristic 
to be used in establishtnq these ~escriptions is that 
there 3re no acct~ental rP.aularities. For example two 
lines pa~allel 1n th~ lfn~ ~rawing are assumed to 
represent t~o parallel lines in the scene. 
Some of the traits mentlo"ed above can be calculated 
directly from the coor~inates of the line drawing 
obta1ne1 thru preprocessstna the imaqe. Lenqths and 
slopes of edges are two such traits. Since a non-speci~l 
angle of viewin1 is assume~, lines parallel and equal in 
the line drawing can be assume~ to be so in the scene. 
Kanade [161 points out th~t ~ny time there is a skP.w~d 
symmetry in a line draw1na it ornbably corresponds to a 
real sy~metry in a seen~. Skewed symmetry means the 
transverse a~is is not necess~rllY perpendicular to the 
svm~etric axis but must he at a fixed an~le (see f1qure 
4•1). The re;1on in fiqur~ 4•1b is assu~ed to be the 
projection of a rectanal~. Recause the skewed symmetry 
probably indic~tes a real symmetry, a trapezoid or a 
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rect~hqle as see in fiqure 4•2 are the possible scene 
elements corresponding to 4•th. There 1s a skewed 
symmetry in the other direction that probablY represents 
a real symmetry, as a result 4•1h is considered to be the 
projection of a rectangle ~n~ n~t a trapezoid. 
a. 
Ske~ed Symmetry 
F1qure 4•2: Trapezoid an~ Rectangle Possible 
Other characteristics ean also be extracte~ from the 
line drawing. The number of e~~es of a region is easily 
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calculat@d. ~fter partitioning, the number ot visible 
re1ions (faces) on an object can be determined. The 
anqles at which edges intersect can be calculated in the 
two•di~@nsional space. The anqles at Which the edqes 
intersect in three•dlmenston~l space would require 
kno~ledge of the third dimP.nsion. It Is possible to 
determine the ~ngle at which f~ces intersect thru use of 
gradient spa~@ lf such third ~~~ensional knowled~e is 
obtainable. ~n earliP.r discussion showed gradient 
diagrams can be used to find thP. slant of a face with 
respect to the picture pl~ne. ~hese calculations can be 
applied to intersecting faces to determine the ~nqlP. at 
whiCh the faces intersect 1f the thir~ dimension can be 
foun1. Details 3bout numbers of sides and angle measure 
help classify regions and ob1ects. 
Polygons and hence polyhedra can be vtewed as a set 
of definitions and constr~ints. Breakinq down a line 
drawing into jescriptions Involving its traits becomes 
all important. The qualit~tive and quantitative 
geometric descriptions provt~e a basis from which to make 
comparisons and decisions as to what an ob1ect is. The 
question now is how thos~ ~ec1stnns are made once the 
descriptions are established. 
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4.3 o•elston•rheoretl~ Approaeh to Reeoqnltlon 
One of the major apcroaches to the 1ob of pattern 
recoqnition is the decision-theoretic or discriminant 
approach [9, 231. This tvce of approach is based on the 
use of decision functions for comparison of the pattern 
bein1 considered and a ~odel or sample set of patterns. 
~ di!gr!m for this method is shown in £1qure 4•3. 
F'eature Classification j)_Utern_\ feature \ classification\. 
( e:xtract vector ( , 
recognition 
----------------------·---------------------------f------
analysis 
feature Learning 
simple \. \. 
pattern ' Selection ( 
P'iqUre 4•3: Declslon•Theoretlc Mo~el [7) 
For decision making, a set of features must be 
selected to construct a colu~n feature vector X [231. 
This is of the form 
1: (X ,X , ••• ,X ) T 
where 1 
1 
object. 
1 2 N 
th 
represents the 1 feature descriptor of a given 
x could be any of a number of things like the 
i 
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su~ of the anqles, the lenqths ot the edges, or the 
number of edges. The more uniquely the features chosen 
for the vector identify the ob1P.ct the better the system. 
It is opti~al· to find features Which provide necessary 
and sufficient conditions fnr the objects being 
identified. 
It is not always possible or practical to include 
every little fe3ture in the ve~tor. Because certain 
features are more important tnward identification, they 
can be ~iven weights. There is a weight vector as 
follows 
T 
~: (W ,W , ••• ,W ) 
1 2 N 
associated with each pattern class. The features and 
their weights can be used in con1uction with. each other 
to establish 1rtent1ficat1on. 
Once features have heen ch~sen the problem involves 
extrattlnq those features trnm the object under 
consideration and applyinq necision functions. If M 
classes are being considered, there will be M decision 
functions d C1),d Cll, ••• ,d c1> ~ef1ned so that 
1 2 M 
d c1l = 1 
T 
i 1 
where each 1 is the we1qht vector associated 
1 
4A 
th 
with the i pattern cl~ss. 
(!hese a·re 11netlr decision tnnctions. nther types of 
decision functions involve d c1> which are of polynomial 
1 
for:n. The number of ter~s needed to describe such 
functions increases rapidly wtth the deqree of the 
poynomlal· but the discussion here is restricted to the 
linear form. The linear form cAn be expanded to deal 
with the more complicated ca~es.) 
Class me~bership is ~eterm1ned by applic~tion of the 
decision functions. If th~ classes are c , • • • , c an 
1 M 
ooject belonqs to c if 
i 
d c1l > d c1'1 f.or all i<>j (9] 
1 r 
The selection of a weiqht vector is made so that the 
definition of class membershio above holds. The process 
of asslqnin~ ~eiqht vectors and thus establishing 
decision functions involves initializlnq the weiqht 
vectors at so~ething, say co,o, ••• ,o). Adjustments are 
made to the vectors until th~ ~elqht vectors are such 
that the rule for the decision t.unctions is satisfied. 
for example, suppose the orocedure for establish!nq 
th 
wei~ht V9ctors is in the k step of adjustment in 
:!etermininq ~ a pattern xC~) as b~longinq to oattern class 
1. If 
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d etC~)) <= d ctCkll for some j,l<>j 
1 j 
then the we1qht vectors must be Adjusted. To do this the 
follow1n~ rule is used C23l. 
~ (K+1) = V (k) + c1Ck) 
~i ~~ ~ 
w (k+l) = w (k) + ex(~) 
j ... j ~ 
w (k+ll = w (k) 
1 1 
for al'l· 1<>i, 1<>j, 1= 1.12, ••• ,~ 
and d ClCk)) > d C~Ck)) 
i 1 
wnere k+l Indicates one more step. 
~hat a11· this ~eans Is that if the 1ecislon function does 
not satlsfv the rule for some 1 ~ith respect to every j, 
j~>i, those weight vectors where the rule is not 
satisfied are adjusted. ~or anv j, j<>l, where the rule 
is· satisfied, the we!qht vectors are lett unaltered. The 
process Is co~pleted when for evP.rV j, 1=t,2, ••• ,M and 
j<>l, 
d ctck>l > d c1ck>> 
1 j 
When classification usina decision functions is 
lmplemP.nted the main problem is In determining the 
coefficients for those functions. WhP.n samples from e~ch 
class of pattern be1nq cons1~ered are ~v~llable the 
~rocess of recoqnitlon is sat~ to be supervised learninq 
or trainin~. 
trainin~ classes or patterns an~ a learning procedure 
like the wei~ht vector a~1ustment where the 1 being 
considered is a· training pattern. In this way the 
eoefticients for functions can be 
calculated. ~ traininq sa~ple matrix for K classes is 
shown in table 4-1. Tt is possible however that the 
sa~ples ~vailable have unknown classifications. The 
~rocess of recognition in this case is said to be 
unsupervised. The system now has the problem of learning 
what classes are present so all objects may be 
This involv@s ~he idea of clustering 
together those things which have si~ilar p~ttern vectors. 
calculations are 
required to establish coefficients for the decision 
functions which will clas~i'-v th~se items with similar 
pattern vectors in the sa~~ class. Fuzzy set theory has 
oeen proposed as a possible method to be 11sed in cases 
such as this. The nc~urrence of unsupervised 
classification in industrial use of this technique is 
rare. The polvhedral wnr11 ls specific enough that the 
classes involved are able to b~ identified. 
The decision-theoretic accroach to 
its applications and lts drawbacks. 
recognition 
It Is 
has 
used 
industrially in areas of medlclne, manufacturing, and 
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TRAINING SAMPLE [ttl 
-------------------------------~---------------
class c • • x· , x , ••• , x 
1 1 2 Lt 
class c . • X ,X , ••• ,X 
2 L1+1 L1+2 L1+L2 
• 
• 
class c • . X 1 X , ••• ,x 
lc L(K•1)+1 L(~·tl+?. L(~·t)+Lk 
------------------------------------------------
Tab·le 4•1 z Training Table tor K Supervised Classes 
archaeology. In industrial aopl!cat!ons the method of 
~atch!ng the feature vector x with a feature vector of an 
Object under consideration is used. The approach is 
~athemat!callV soun~ but Problems arise when the features 
being considered are not ln~ependent enouqh. It may 
beco~e difficult to make an ~ccurate classification. 
rhis is where the structur~l or syntactic ap~roach can be 
applied. 
4.4 The Synta~tle or Structural Appr~aeh 
The previous acproa~h lacks structural 
considerations in a formal sense. It is dependent on the 
~nowled~e of what features are present or absent as 
opposed to ~ny relationships between the features. To 
handle structural· and relatlon~l characteristics in the 
scene be!n~ analyzed the svntactic approach is used. 
This seems ~uch more natur~l in a polyhedral world. A 
d1aqram of the syntactic recoqnition system can be seen 
in figure 4•4. When usina this approach a scene is 
~enerally represented hy string, tree, or graph 
structures ~a~e up of its pri~ttives. Primitives in 
scene analysis could be faces, edges, or corners. 
Because the basic concept behind the syntactic approach 
is construation of a scene from sub-objects, the process 
is· analogous to parsing a lanqu~qe. Therefore much about 
appropriate ~rammar analysis ~~n be used. 
The cnnposltion of a seen~ can be represented in a 
natural way which is mueh like that in a lanquaqe 
produced bV a formal grammar. The syntax of an 
expression in a languag~ ll~e Pa~cal can be illustrated 
~lth a tree as shown in fiaure 4•5. The leaves of the 
tree are terminals in the l~nguage. In much the same 
torm, a scene can be represente~ a~ shown in ftgure 4•6. 
In the case of the scene the leaves represent the 
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I pat tern representation 
pattern Oec:om• ~ Prim1t1VP. -~Syntax classlf1c"'tioo 
I position i Recognition 'Analysis ciescr1ption ' 'l\o ·--------------------------------------·----:~:~1f=:=~~-analysis 
pattern ~ Primitive 
~s~·a~m~P~~l~e~s----,~Selec:tion 
, Grammatical 
+------------~,Inference 
Figure 4•4: Syntactic Recognition System [71 
prin1t1v~s from· which the scene is built. The tree may 
oe interpreted either top down or bottom qp. Top down 
P r ·o c: e s s 1 n q 1 n v o 1 v e s s tar t 1 n q w f. t h the b i q q e s t u n 1 t ( the 
scene) ~nd splitting it into its elementary parts. A 
bottom up interpretation involves· starting with the 
primitives Cs1ciet,side2,sirle3) and thinking of them as 
oeing part of, and thus TP.Placed by, a tarqer unit (a 
triangle). In this wav it is oossible to develop a set 
of productions. With these productions, a form of 
P!rs1nq can be used to identifY objects much like 
recogn1tion of a sentence in a l~nquage. 
The first question which needs to he cons1dereci is 
exactly what terminals(or1~1tivesl and non-
ter~inals(subobjec:ts) to be included in the 
recognition ~rammar. F'u [71 says the choice of 
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X:=(A+B>*C 
P.!SC!l Tree 
'Be" 
F1qure 4•61 Tree Represent.~tion of a Simple Scene 
9r1~1t1ves shoulrl satisfy the following requirements: 
1. The primitives shoul1 be small basic pattern 
ele~ents which provide an ~dequate ~escrlption 
of the data in terms of the specified 
structural relations Ce.~., the concatenation 
relation) 
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2. 't'he primitives shoulti b@ eas·ily extracted or 
!~entified bY exist!nq nonsvntactic methods, 
since they are consi~ered to be simple 
patterns and their structural information is 
not !'!lportant. 
~s an example, for recognizing rectangles the 
following pri~!tives might bP. set up. 
) 
[8) 
In terms of these primitives ~ r~ctanglP. could be said to 
rn n I'll n 
be any object of the form a h c ~ where I'll and n are 
1nte~ers. It would be poss!hle to reduce the number of 
pri~1t1ves for the rectan~le hy rlefining -a as <---- . A 
m n m n 
rectangle could then take the form a b C•a) (•b) • 
triangle coul~ be representerl using the above primitives 
n n n 
as e f q • In dealing with oroject!on of polyhedral 
scenes these unit vectors in various directions suffice 
as· primitives since polygons ~re all concatenations of 
such things. However sine~ thes~ polyqons are positioned 
at any of an infinite nttmber of an~les finding all such 
pr1~1t1ves for this kind of m~thod ls not quite as eASY 
as· it may first seem anti ~ rllfferent kind of primitive 
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~ay be foun1 more useful. 
On~e the primitives are ~ecided upon they are used 
to identify sub•objects. These sub-objects then become 
pieces which combine to cr~~te the objects in the scene. 
They are used to constru~t a relational tree as 
illustrated in figure 4-7. Aaain decisions must be made 
here about ~h~t relational prooerties and sub-objects 
best identify an object. In the polyhedral world 
polygonal regions an~ their attach~ent to each other 
should be considered. In a1dtt1on various measurements 
-hi:h ~an be arrived at may be e~ploye~. To make the 
best use of this the syntactic approach alone is not 
enough. 
~n example of a syste~ use~ 1nvolvinq a strictly 
syntactic appro~ch with oh1ects as strings of primitives 
is the Picture Description Lanqu~ge (POLl of A.C. Shaw 
(8, 6] • Shaw used directe~ line segments as primitives 
and labelled each one with a he~d and a tail. Primitives 
could be joined under four concatenation operations 
+,*,-,x by the rules in fiqure 4•8. The remaining two 
operators ~ere • and /. ~ is a unary operator indicating 
the head•t!il reversal. I ts used alonq with labelling 
to indicate multiple occurrences of a primitive. An 
exa~ple of a string represent~t1on of a q!ven structure 
can be sPen in figure 4-q. The correlation between 
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formal ~ra~m~r work and svntactic representations of 
objects is evijent here. PDL can be used to qenerate a 
tree representation of a olcture using the sub-structures 
and relational operators such as "left of". 
CI~9LE~ RIGHT Of 
I() 
"'1.-p..>-
r1qure 4•7: Rel;ttional Tree 
This lan~uaqe has been used in processinq pictures 
involved in the study of P~rttcles in physics. 
The syntactic approach can be viewed as an extension 
of lartguage ~arsinq. A str1nq of primitives can be 
reco~nized by parsinq top down nr bottom up. This system 
is alri1ht if all that is to be considered is the 
construction of the object from tts parts. It seems much 
~ore appropriate to extend this to include the known 
SA 
a +- b ~ 
a - b y 
·a Y/~ 
P'lqure 4•81 
i 
ceca * ((d +- a) + 
!I X b ~ 
a * b 0 
POL Qp@rations [8J 
j 1 
(~~ ))) * ((((/ d ) 
k 
+ b) + ((a * CC""'dl 
j 
+ (R + d))) + ("b))) + 
1<: 
(""'(/d )))) * ((b + Cia n + C""'b))) 
i 
a. d. 
Flqure 4•9: Strinas in POL [6] 
attribUt@s 1n certain oatt@rn class~s. The more 
information in use the more reliable the oarslnq will be. 
~n l~portant approach which aPPlies these ideas is that 
of attributed grammars. 
The methoci of attrlbtJted ;Jrammars [24, 21 is an 
extension of· the syntactic ~ethods discussed above. 
These ~rammats include two b~slc elements. One of these 
elements is ~ token from the sc~ne qrammar such as an 
line segment or a trtanqle. snm~ of these tokens will be 
terminals or primitives while others will be non-
terminals or sub-objects. ThP. second element in the 
~rammars Is a list of attributes associated with each 
token. These attributes m~v include things like a 
measure~ent such as lenqth or a relationshiP such as 
riqht•of. These two components can then be used alonq 
with a ~raph structure to better represent the objects in 
a scene. 
It is important to give some basic definitions here. 
~n attributet1 grammar consists of a 4-tuple I';:(V ,v ,P,S) 
n t 
[ 241. v is the set of non-terminals. v is the set of 
n t 
terminals. 5 is an element Of v and the start symbol. 
n 
p is the set of productions. In the polyhedral 
considerations "side" might be a memb~r ot v , "TRIANGLE" 
t 
~ight be ~ member of v , "~cene" could be the start 
n 
symbol, and ~production miqht look something like this 
TRIANGLE ••••> (side)Cside)Cslde). 
What makes an attrtbuterl qrammar different from the 
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usual· for~al grammar is th~t associated with each 
instance of an element of v and v ts a set of 
n t 
attributes. The set mav be infinite or finite. There 
are two kinds of attributes those which are inherited, 
and those which are synth@sized. Inherited attributes 
are those a sub-object obtains ~imply because one of 1ts 
parts was characterized bV tt. For example a cube has a 
height of 2 inches because one of its sides is 2 inches. 
Synthesized attributes are thosP. a sub-object obtains by 
calculatin~ some function of the attributes of 1ts parts. 
' trlan~le has a perimeter of 12 inches because lts sides 
have lengths of 3 inches, 4 inches, and 5 inches. 
Because of these attributes productions tor this qra~mar 
consist of two parts: a s~mant1c part and a syntactic 
part. The syntactic part of the production is what could 
be considered the usual form of a production: for 
example, 
TRIA~GLE ••••> (side)Cs1~e)(side). 
rne semantic rule of the production involves using the 
attributes discussed before. The attribute part of a 
production ~i~ht look like: 
rRI~~GLE <•••• (side2.lenqth) 
Where side2.l~nqth 1s the lenqth of the si~e on the base 
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The relational proPertiPs such as the distance 
between two parts can be accounted for hy us ina 
attributed graphs. An attributed graph is defined as a 
s-tuple g = (N',E:,:A ,o<. ,f3 ) [?.J • N are nodes macie of 
elements from v and v ~bove. e: iS the set of edqes 
n t 
representin~ the connection:-; between the nodes. :A is 
the node labelling function. o( is a function Which 
as~oc1ates a set of node ~ttributes with e~ch node. 
rhese are the sets an~ attributes described above. 
)? is a set of functions ~ssoc1at1ng attributes with 
edges. ~n example of a scenP. ~n~ its associated graph is 
shown in fi~ure 4•10 an~ 4•11. The types of nodes 
contained in the example ~re {WF.DGE,COLUMt!,BOARD}. The 
edges of the graph consist of the relations 
{RIGHT-aF,BEL~W}. The onlv node attr1hute is height so 
~(n) = {HEIGHT} for each no~e n. A given node may have 
other ~ttributes such as color or width, but they are not 
considered necessary for recoqn1tion in this example and 
therefore not used. Distance is the only edge attribute 
so j3 (e)= (DISTANCE) for each e~ae e. The qr~ph can be 
used with bottom up parslnq where under the guidance of 
the productions pieces of the subgraph can be grouped and 
replacej bY bigger units. 
A diagram for recoanition involving attributed 
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COLUM~ 
<H = s.o) 
rtqure 4•10t Sc:=ene (21 
= 3 .0) ·-----. 
COLUMN 
<H = q.o) 
= 1.0)~--' 
solid lines=> BELOW ; dotterl lines=> RIGHT•OF 
r1qure 4•11t Attribute~ Grammar Graph [2] 
s.o 
~rammars is shown ln tiaure 4•12. Prtm1t1ves and 
attributes are extrac:=ted ~ro~ the p1ct~re. The next step 
is· to take the picture anri rP.oresent it as a tree or 
establlshinCJ orortuct1ons involvinq the 
Primitives 3nd sub•objects. The graph may be constructert 
and 3nalyzed syntacticallY to build the sub-patterns or 
sub-objects. While sub•nbjects are be!nq 
constructed the semantic o~rt of the production is used 
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to obtain attributes of th@ sub-objects. The relational 
attributes for the sub-objects can be obtained from the 
attribute graph which can now be constructed from the 
sub-objects found and referenc~~ back to the original 
input data or descriptions. The process can be completed 
bV considerin1 as part of. the productions not only 
functions on the node attributes but also functions on 
the ~dqe attributes containP.d in the attributed graph. 
The final step comes ln decidin~ if there is a match 
oetween a ~nown pattern ~nd that extracted from the 
picture. 
Inpul Pattern Rejections 
.J'-o 
PRE:• SUBPJ\TTERN 
?P.~CESSING ATTRIAIJTE 
EXTRACTION 
...L. 
..,.. ""' 
PRI\1ITIVE: & SrRU:TURAL SYNII\CTIC & 
A.1'1'PI81Jl'E: H DE:SCP.IPTION ~ SF:MJ\NTIC \ DECISION GR~.\1\iAR f ~n~LYSTS & t ~AKHIG 
CnMPUTa.TtON 
~ 
recognition classifications 
----------------------------------- & learnlnq ~escrirttons 
-___;;::s~a~m;.:;;P..:l;..;P.;..__\.~ 1\ 'T' T R t B U T f: D 
pattern r ~R~~~AR 
tHF'E:RF:N'CE: 
Figure 4•121 Uslnq Attributed Grammars [241 
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4.6 RECOGNIZE:& Al'\· Attr1buted GraMiftar: 
It is possible to construct an attributed grammar 
for reco9nition of objects In a polyhedral scene. The 
author has developed an ex~mcle of an attributed grammar 
found in the following paaes. The ~rammar c~n be used to 
reco~nlze six ~inds of polYhedr~ from a aeneral viewing 
anqle: cube, rectangular solid, hexagonal solid, 
trapezoidal solid, pyramid, and wedge. It Is assumed 
that faces are rectanales, trlanqles, hexagons or 
trapezoids. In conjunction with this grammar the author 
wrote a· program call~d R~COGNIZE which uses the 
productions in the grammar to m~ke identifications. 
If this ~ethod of recoanlt1on is to he used the 
partitioning part of the analysis must pass forward a 
specific set of information. The information passed 
forward will· contain det~ils ~s to which reqions belong 
together in one object. tt a visible surface is 
partially blocKed, those lines which are not completely 
visible will be completed before passing the information. 
In figure 4•13, object A is not uniquely determined by 
its visible parts. This croblem is handled in the 
partitioning process with the us~ of some accepted rule 
for completing lines and is not the concern of RECOGNIZE. 
Both Clowes and Sugihara dtscussed a process for doing 
this. The patt1tioning process must pass the length and 
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slope of each line of each reaion. Information passed to 
the reco~nition section also includes the number of 
regions visible and the number of sides bnundtnq each 
re~ion. ror the program R~COGNIZE this information will 
be contained in a record, one record per ob1ect. 
Pi;ure 4•13: Atocked Db1ects 
The attributed grammar beina considered is based on 
a set of assumptions that the vtew1ng point is in qeneral 
position, ~nd that all ob1Pcts are on a flat surface. ~s 
a result of this, Vi@WS of polyhedra ~ccepted by 
RECOGNIZE are illustrated in f.t~ure 4•14. Only those 
attributes needed for recoan1t!on are considered in the 
~rammar. The productions th~mselves are b~sed on the 
possible combinations of visible surtaces necessary for 
reco~n1tion of an object. Alonq these lines, a pyramid 
is· restricted to a trl~naular, hexagonal, or rectangular 
base. The example attributed ~rammar used has the 
followinq ele~ents: 
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V (non-terminals) = 
~ 
{SCENE,SOU~RE,~ECTAN~LE,TRI~NGLE, 
TR~PEZOIO,HEXAGnN, 
CUBE, PEC-SOLID,HEX_SOLIO,TR~P-SOLIO, 
PY'RA.MID,WEDGE) 
v (terminal) = 
T 
(SIDE} 
s (start symbol) = (SCF.NF.l 
~ttributes of v and v : 
T N 
~(SQUARE) = (HEIGHT) 
ACRE:T~~GL~) = {HF.IGHT,LENGTH} 
~(TRIA~GLE) = {LH~IGHT,RHETGHT,B~SF.} 
A(TRA.PEZOIO) : (LSLAMT,R~LANT,TOP,BOTTOM} 
A(HEXAGOM) : (WIDTH) 
~(CUBE) : (HEIGHT} 
~CREC~SOLID) : {HEI~~T,WIDTH,LENGTH} 
A(HEX-SOLIO) : {HF.I~HT} 
ACTRAP-SOLIO) : {SLA~TH~IGHT} 
A(PYR~~IO) : {SL~NTHF.IGHT} 
A(WEOGE) = (HEIGHT,WtOTH,LENGTH} 
In the syntactic nroductions the notation has ·the 
followln~ interpretation: () ~round a term1n~l or 
non•ter'llinal· means the 1tP-m occurs exactly once, [J means 
the ite~ occurs once or not at ~11, and (} means the item 
occurs any number of times lncludinq zero. The I means 
that a pro1uct1on may result in several rHfferent 
alternatives. These oroduct ions· are based on the 
acceptable fi1ures as shown In t11ure 4•14. 
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Production : Syntactic ==> 
SCENE ••> {CUBE.(REC-SOttD}(HEX-SOLtD} 
{TRAP_SOLJO){P~RA~IO}(WEOr.E} 
CUA€ ••> (SQUARE1(SQUARE)(SQUARE) 
REC-SOLID ••> (R~CTA~r.LF.)CRECTANGLE) 
(RECTANGLE) 
HElC-SOLID ••> CREC1'A.Nr.£1F.) (RECTANGLE) 
(R~CTANGLF.)(HEXAGON) 
TRAP-SOLID ••> (TP.AP~ZOTO)(TRAPEZOID) 
( PECT A.~t:a~e:) I ( TR.&.Pf':ZOID) 
(TRAPE~OtD)(TRAPF.ZOin) 
[~RAP~Z~TD)(RECTANGLF.)/ 
( REC't' AN<;t,E) 
PYRA~ID ••> CTRI~Nr,LF.)(~RIANGLE)(TRIANGLE]/ 
(RECTANr.LF.)/(HEXAGON) 
~EDGE ••> [RECTANGtF.l(TRIA.NGLF.)(RF.CTANGLE)/ 
CRECTA.NGLF.)(TRIANGLF.) 
SQUARE ••> CSIDE)(StnE)(SIOE)(SIDF.) 
RECTA~GLE ••> (SIOP.)(StnE)(SIDF.)(SIDEJ 
~EXAGQN ••> CSIOF.)(ST.DE)(SIOF.)(S!DE)(SIDE) 
CSIDF.) 
TRAPEZOID ••> (SIOF.)(StnE)(SIOF.)(SIOf':) 
TRIANGLF. ••> (SIOF.)(STOF.)(SIDE) 
In the se~antlc pro~nct!ons it should be noted both 
faces and edges are numbere~ in order startinq at the far 
left and ;o!ng around count~r-ctockwlse. If the 
l~ft•most face or vertex fs not obvious because of the 
slant ~£ a line, then the uooer lett-most part is used to 
begin numbering. The prorlucttons are straiaht forward 
except there is a problem if. 1n the hex-solid the hexaqon 
is· face 1. In this tnst~nce the heiaht will be 
considered to be unde£1ne~. In further development 
trlgono~etry could be used to c~lculate such a height but 
th~t is not a point of cnnst~eration at this tl~e. It 
should be noted that thouqh ~ ovramid or h@x-sol!d m~y be 
6A 
seen from the base alone, RgcoG~TZE does not handle these 
c-ases. 
Production: Semantic ==> 
CUBE. HEIGHT <·- SIDEt. t,ENGTH 
REC-SOLID.HEIGHT <-· ~ACE1.LgNGTH 
REC~SOLID.WIOTH <•• ~AC~t.WIDTH 
REC~SOLIO.LENGTH <•• ~ACE2.WIOTH 
TR~P-SOLID.LSLANT <•• r~CEl.LSLANT 
TRAP-SOLID.WIDTH <•• ~ACEt.BOTTOM 
~EX-SOLID.HEIGHT <•• ~ACEl.HEIGHT 
PYR~~TD.SLANTHEIGHT <•• ~ACEt.LHEIGHT 
WEDGE.HEIGHT <·· r~CF.(TRIA~GLE).LH~tr.HT 
WEDGE.WIDTH <•• rACF.(RF.CTANGLE).WtDTH 
WEDGE.LE~GTH <•• ~ACP.CTRIANGLE).BASE 
SQUARE.HETGHT <•• SID~1.HEIGHT 
P.E:TANGLE.WIDTH <·· SIOP.2.LENr.TH 
REC~~NGLE.LENGTH <•• StDEt.LENGTH 
TRAPEZOID.LSLANT <•• ~rnEt.LENGTH 
TRAPEZOID.RSLANT <·- SIOE3.LENGTH 
TRAPEZOID.TOP <•• SIDP.4.LENGTH 
TR~PEZOID.AOTTOM <•· StOE2.LENGTH 
HEXAGON.WIDTH <•• SIDF.t.LENGTH 
TRIANGLE.BASE <•• SIOP.?..LENGTH 
TRIANGLE.LHEIGHT <·- sr.nEt.LENGTH 
TRIANGLE.RHEIGHT <•• STnE3.LE~GTH 
RECOGNIZE can be foun1 on file ln the Division of 
:omput1n1 and Information Selene~ at Lehiqh University. 
It works ~lth one object at a time. T~e information 
passed from the pre-processtnq contains a recorrt for each 
object. The record gives the nu~ber of visible reqions 
in the object and detatls ahout eacn rP.q!on and its 
parts. It uses both the svntactic productions and 
1ef1nit1ons of specific reqtons to establish what those 
regions are. The attributes th~t are associated with the 
regions are formulated hV way of the semantic 
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rtqure 4•14: Accepte~ Views of Polyhedra 
productions. Once the reqions have been identified, the 
same process is used to define an object from the regions 
it contains. A bottom up parsinq method is usert in the 
sP.nse that anv time the riqht side of a production is 
foun1 it is replaced bV the left side. R~COGNIZE was run 
on ~ sample scene shown in fiqure 4•15. The input handed 
to RECOGNIZE for the scene is qtven In table 4•2 and is 
the kind of information that would be passe~ from the 
part1t1on1n~ section of a recoqnition system. The first 
nu~ber is the number of r@~inns a body contains. F.ach 
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line then ~lves the number of sides ror each reqion and 
the len~th and sl~pe of each side. The ident1f1cat1ons 
made from the input are cont~1ne~ in table 4•3. 
Figure 4•15: ScenP. llsed for RECnGNIZE 
This is an important currP.nt method of recoanit1on 
in pattern analysis. It comh1nes the qualities from both 
a syntactic and quantlt~ttvP. ~poro~ch. Extension of this 
~ethod can le~d to more complete and thorouqh recognition 
with re7ard both to the polyhe~ral world and to more 
complex environments. 
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2 3 9.6 t.s 4.1 -o.5 11.1 -J.o 3 11.1 -3.o 
3.41 1.0 tt.t •0.33 
3 4 3.7 99.99 10.2 o.o 3.7 99.99 10.2 o.o 
4 3.7 99.99 12.4 o.8 3.7 99.99 12.4 o.8 
4 12.4 o.e 10.2 o.o 12.4 o.e 10.2 o.o 
2 3 5.3 99.99 5.4 o.o 7.54 -0.97 
4 7.54 -0.97 0.9 1.2 7.54 -0.97 0.9 1.2 
4 4 s.t 99.99 1.3 1.2 s.1 99.99 1.3 -o.83 
4 ~.1 99.99 2.0 o.o s.1 99.99 ?..o n.o 
4 s.1 99.99 1.3 1.2 s.1 99.99 t.3 -o.e3 
n t.3 -o.a3 2.0 o.o 1.3 1.2 1.3 -o.e3 2.0 
o.o 1.3 1.2 
3 4 7.81 99.99 7.81 o.o 7.81 99.99 7.81 o.o 
4 7.81 99.99 7.~1 1.4 7.At 99.99 7.81 1.4 
4 7.81 1.4 7.81 0.0 7.Rt 1.4 7.81 0.0 
3 4 1.89 1.0 2.2 o.o 1.1 -4.9 o.~ o.o 
4 t.t -4.9 1.9 2.1 1.1 -o.R o.9 2.1 
4 o.9 2.1 o.s o.o o.9 2.1 o.s n.o 
Tabla 4•2z Input Oata from Part1tlon1nq 
~BJr• OBJ~Cr NA~E H~lGHT WIDTH LE~GT~ SLANTHEIGHT 
------------------~--------------------------------
1 PYRA~ID 
2 R~C-51LIO 3.70 20.2n 12.40 
3 ~EOG~ 5.30 
4 HEX-SaLIO 5.10 
5 :usE 7.81 
6 rRAP-SOLID 2.20 1.89 
Table 4•3Z Results of RP.COGNIZ~ on fiqure 4•14 
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4.7 Cbne1u11on1 Reeoonltlon 
Approaches to recognition have taken various forms. 
T~e major three have neen the masking method, the 
dec1s1on•theoret1c metho~, and the syntactic method. 
~umerous variations of each of these have been researched 
and developed. The proble~ is that each has 1ts strong 
points and its weak points. The decision-theoretic 
approach involv~s the use of vectors· and its decisions 
are based on statistical clns~ness. Because of this it 
can handle noisy patterns. tt c~nnot however use, to any 
~reat extent, the information on relational structure. 
The syntactic approach on the other hand Is characterized 
by the opposite situation. The one metho~ •hich seems to 
~ake the strongest attempt to cnmbine the best qualities 
of each ls the method !nvolvtnq attributed grammars. 
Through these grammars both the syntactic and semantic 
char~cterist!cs of scenes are cnnsidere~ anrt ~nalyzed for 
reco~nltlon. 
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5. c·oneluslon· 
The steps involved tn r@cognition of obj@cts in 
three-dimensional scenes from two-dimensional line 
drawings involve two primary objectives. The first is 
the partitioning of the drawtna tnto SP.ts of primitives 
and r@gions which belonq to the same object. This 
requires using the input ~at~ arriV@d at by som@ 
pre•processing of the imaqe. There have V@en a variety 
of appro~ches to this both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. Recentlv the 11se of linear algebra has 
played a contributing role. The second objective is the 
actual recognition of the ob1ects themselves. Th@ 
recognition can he done hv the 
decis1on•theoret1c appro~ch or 
The last two ~re the more •idelv 
~asking aoproach, the 
the syntactic approach. 
used. E~ch has its 
adv~nta;es and rtisadvantaq~s. W~llace [251 claims that a 
~ajor disadvantage of the svnt~ctic method 1s the lack of 
a method to create mach1nP tnfPrred grammars. Presently 
gra~~ars ~ust b@ man-made. ~n aPproach ~hlch ~ttempts to 
co~oine the advantages of each is th~t of attributed 
Jra11mars. 
The approaches to scene analysis discussed here hav@ 
oeen with respect to a oolvhprtral ~orld. It is a well 
1ef1ned domain in which to wor~ and establish concepts. 
These concepts can then be extended and ~PP11ed to line 
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dra~lngs of other domains. These other domains involve 
objects which are curved an~ not so well defined as those 
tn the polyhedral world. With the enlargement of the 
domain comes an enlaraem@nt of approaches. These 
approaches become more hiahlV structural and mathematical 
in order to deal with the wider domain involved in 
~~tchlng and analyzation. ~~apiro and Haralick [201 
discuss the use of relatinnal ho~omorphisms to determine 
class ~atchin~. o~vls an~ Hen~erson [4J introduce what 
they call a stratified gr~~mar to deal with syntactic 
analysis. :amputer viston and graphics are currently 
areas supporting much research. The automation in all 
areas of production and business lead to a strong desire 
to develop accurate and efflr.tent techniques to handle 
SUCh things. The basics dls~ussed in this paper are an 
l~portant backround from wh1ch current research may grow. 
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